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Whitelock II Clock

Price: $1,899.00 See Product Details

Free Shipping Lead Time: Arrives in 4-6 weeks

Howard Miller delivers a brilliant modern take on a black grandfather clock with the Whitelock II.

Details

Specifications

The Whitelock II is a black grandfather clock featuring a gloss black finish on select hardwoods and veneers. A
modern, flat top features simple but elegant lines while the platform base elevates the clock off the floor. 

Polished chrome details draw this clock’s design together. A polished chrome-finished bezel surrounds the gloss
white dial, which features polished chrome finished Arabic numerals, hour markers, minute track, and hands.
Polished chrome-finished decorative weight shells and the polished chrome-finished, grid pendulum adds to the
linear appeal of this clock.

With beveled glass on the front and plain glass on the sides no detail was left unnoticed in this clock’s design.
The case interior is illuminated and is enhanced by mirrored back and bottom panels. The upper back panel is
removable, allowing access to the movement and pendulum driver. Four-floor levelers level the cabinet on any
surface.

Dimensions

76"H x 16"W x 10.75"D



Features

Quartz, triple-chime Harmonic movement (requires four C sized batteries)
Choose from either full Westminster or Ave Maria chimes with a strike on the hour and chimes on each
quarter-hour
Automatic nighttime chime shut-off option
Floor levelers on the bottom of this clock provide stability on carpet or uneven floors
Inset mirror panels and beveled glass
Illuminated case interior
Removable upper-back panel for convenient access to the movement if needed
Glossy white dial with chrome hour markers and hands
Chrome-finished bezel, pendulum and weight shells
Glossy black finish

Materials

Hardwood
Veneers
Metal

About Howard Miller

Founded in 1926 and still family-owned in its third generation, Howard Miller is the world’s leading clock
company and a respected brand name in fine specialty furnishings.
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